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Optimization of Wind Power Dispatch to Minimize Energy Storage
System Capacity
Cong-Long Nguyen* and Hong-Hee Lee†
Abstract – By combining a wind turbine with an energy storage system (ESS), we are able to
attenuate the intermittent wind power characteristic making the power derived from a wind farm
dispatchable. This paper evaluates the influence of the phase delay of the low-pass filter in the
conventional smoothing power control on the ESS capacity; longer phase delays require a larger ESS
capacity. In order to eliminate the effect of the phase delay, we optimize the power dispatch using a
zero-phase low-pass filter that results in a non-delayed response in the power dispatch. The proposed
power dispatching method significantly minimizes the ESS capacity. In addition, the zero-phase lowpass filter, which is a symmetrical forward-reverse finite impulse response type, is designed simply
with a small number of coefficients. Therefore, the proposed dispatching method is not only optimal,
but can also be feasibly applied to real wind farms. The efficacy of the proposed dispatching method is
verified by integrating a 3 MW wind turbine into the grid using wind data measured on Jeju Island.

Keywords: Wind energy conversion systems (WECS), Energy storage system (ESS), Wind power
dispatching methods, Zero-phase low-pass filter

1. Introduction

proposed and investigated in several literatures [7-17].
Compared with previous solutions, ESSs can help wind
energy conversion systems harness the maximum available
wind power; this valuable outcome is actually the most
fundamental demand in renewable energy systems.
Thanks to the rapid development of energy storage
devices such as batteries, super-conducting magnetic
energy storage (SMES), electric double-layer capacitors
(EDLC), and flywheels, these storage systems could
feasibly handle the intermittent characteristic of wind
power [12]. However, a large-scale ESS is still rather
expensive; therefore, the use of a minimal-capacity ESS is
a critical necessity to reduce overall system cost.
Integration of ESS to WF results in a hybrid system in
which the harnessed wind power is separated into two
power components: stable power, which is delivered to the
grid, and fluctuating power, which is released or stored
by the ESS [13]. Therefore, the power of ESS depends
completely on the power dispatch. In other words, to
minimize ESS capacity for a WF, wind power dispatched
to the grid needs to be well-defined. In [8-10], the power
dispatch is planned by taking the average wind power
ahead of time for every dispatching time interval.
Meanwhile, in [11] and [12], the power dispatch is
determined using the maximum or minimum levels of
wind power in each dispatching interval, which depends
on whether the ESS is charging or discharging. Both of
these dispatching strategies require an advance wind power
forecast of several hours, and they involve a complicated
process to manage power dispatch in the short-term.
Another dispatching method is an application of the
low-pass filter, where the power dispatch is determined

In order to solve the global issues surrounding the
dwindling fossil fuel resources and climate change,
efforts to harness renewable energy sources such as
wind, solar, and tidal power have attracted a great deal
of attention [1]. Among these renewable sources, wind
energy has developed rapidly and has become the most
promising candidate for power supply to electrical grid
systems in the near future [2, 3]. However, wind power
generation is unsteady and uncontrollable because wind
speed inherently depends on natural meteorological
conditions. Moreover, the introduction of large amounts
of intermittent power to the grid can bring about serious
technical challenges such as grid interconnection, power
quality, and system reliability [4, 5]. Therefore, wind farm
(WF) developers need to overcome the intermittent nature
of wind power before attempting to dispatch high levels of
power to the grid.
In order to mitigate the fluctuation in wind power, the
pitch angle control for a variable-speed wind turbine
generator is introduced. The pitch angle is controlled to
regulate the wind turbine (WT) output power following
a smoothened power reference; however, this method
increases system complexity, and the WT might not capture
the maximum power of the wind [6]. Recently, the
utilization of energy storage systems (ESSs) as an energy
buffer to compensate for wind power fluctuation has been
†
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Fig. 2. Configurations of the ESS-wind hybrid power
system: (a) The ESS connected to the dc-link; (b)
The ESS connected directly to the grid.
that wind is a non-dispatchable energy resource. In order to
solve this intermittent characteristic of the wind resource,
the ESS is aggregated with the WT.

2.1 Wind turbines with energy storage systems
Integration of the ESS into a WF results in a wind-ESS
hybrid power system; the configurations of this system are
illustrated in Fig. 2. In Fig. 2(a), a back-to-back converter
is adopted to provide grid connection capabilities. The output
of the generator, Pw (t ) , is rectified and stored in the dclink where the ESS is also connected via a bidirectional
DC-to-DC converter. This bidirectional converter is
capable of delivering a negative or positive power, Pe (t ) ,
enabling it to discharge or charge the ESS. In Fig. 2(b),
the ESS and the WT generator are independently connected
to the grid at the point of common coupling (PCC)
through the power conversion systems PCS1 and PCS2,
respectively. Among the many kinds of WT generators used
in industrial WFs, the permanent magnet synchronous
generator (PMSG) and the doubly fed induction generator
(DFIG) are the most popular [18]. To integrate the ESS into
the PMSG-based system, the configuration shown in Fig.
2(a) is usually employed. Meanwhile, the configuration in
Fig. 2(b) is recommended for the hybrid ESS and DFIGbased WT systems.

2. Energy Storage Systems in Wind Farms
Fig. 1 shows the typical output power profile of a WT
over the course of one week. Wind power might increase
rapidly to reach 1 p.u. or drop suddenly to zero, indicating
1.0

Wind Power (p.u.)

dc − link

by smoothing the wind power through a low-pass filter
[13-17]. This dispatching method is easy to implement and
results in a small ESS power fluctuation, making it more
feasible for controlling the power dispatch when compared
with the aforementioned dispatching methods. However,
because the filters used in this dispatching method are a
first-order or a second-order infinite impulse response (IIR)
low-pass type, the phase delay is essentially inevitable in
the pass-band region. This causes a lag in the response of
the dispatched power, which leads to an increase in ESS
capacity.
In this paper, we eliminate the phase delay in the
smoothing dispatch method in order to optimize the power
dispatch, thereby minimizing ESS capacity. The proposed
dispatching method utilizes a zero-phase low-pass filter
(ZPLPF) that is a symmetrical forward-reverse finite
impulse response (FIR) type. Although this idea was
introduced succinctly in [14], some weak points in the
design and implementation of the dispatching method
remain. To overcome these problems, the ZPLPF is
designed simply with a small number of coefficients. In
addition, we introduce a method to determine a suitable
smoothing time constant for the dispatching method.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
the configuration of the ESS connected to the WF and
defines the required ESS capacity. In Section 3, an optimal
dispatching power control via the application of a FIR
ZPLPF is proposed in order to overcome the disadvantage
of the conventional smoothing dispatch method that is
based on the IIR type. In Section 4, we introduce the
process of how to determine a suitable smoothing time
constant for the proposed dispatching method. Next, in
Section 5, several numerical examples with a 3 MW WT
model are studied using real wind speed data measured
on Jeju Island in order to demonstrate the effectiveness
of the proposed dispatching method. Finally, the paper is
concluded in Section 6.

0.8
0.6

0.4

0.2

2.2 Definition of the required ESS capacity

0

If we neglect the power losses in the system, the ESS
power, Pe (t ) , can be calculated by:

Fig. 1. The typical output power of a WT over the course
of one week.
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Fig. 3. Smoothing power control of the wind-ESS hybrid
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Fig. 4. ESS-wind hybrid system performance: (a) WT
output power and power dispatched to the grid; (b)
ESS power; (c) ESS energy with respect to time.
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The ESS energy rating expresses the maximum capacity
that can be stored or released. This is defined as follows:
Eerat = MAX | Ee (t ) | .
0≤t ≤T

(6)

Fig. 4(c) illustrates the ESS energy profile, in which the
energy capacity is designated at instant t0 , when the ESS
stores the maximum energy.

(4)

3. Optimal Power Dispatch of Wind-ESS
Hybrid Systems

In Fig. 4(b), the ESS power is plotted as a function of
the WT output power and the power dispatch profile given
in Fig. 4(a). During the considered time interval T , the
ESS power is greatest at instant t1 , which thereby defines
the ESS power rating. By integrating the ESS power with
respect to time, we can obtain the net energy, Ee (t ) ,
supplied to or drawn from the storage up to time, t :

0

t1

0.75

(2)

Perat = MAX | Pe (t ) |= MAX | Pd (t ) − Pw (t ) | .

Perat

(b)

In Fig. 4, the system performance including the WT
output power and power dispatch is shown in order to
demonstrate that the fluctuation in wind power can be
suppressed to supply stable power for the grid.
The required ESS capacity, which is normally specified
in terms of energy rating, Eerat , and power rating, Perat , can
be defined based on the WT output power and power
dispatch [8], 16]. The ESS power rating is defined in (4)
during the system operating time interval, T :

t

Time (hrs) T

0

−0.3

Pd (t ) = Pw (t ) + Pe (t ) = Pw (t ) + [ P (t ) − Pw (t )] = P (t ) . (3)

Ee (t ) = ∫ Pe (τ )dτ = ∫ [ Pd (τ ) − Pw (τ )]dτ .

8

0.3

The power conversion system (PCS) controls whether
the ESS is charging or discharging according to the
reference, Peref (t ) . If the PCS satisfies its reference, i.e.,
Pe (t ) = Peref (t ) , then the power dispatch also success-fully
tracks its reference as proven by the following:

0≤t ≤T

6

4

(1)

Peref (t ) = Pdref (t ) − Pw (t ) .

ref
d

2

(a)

From (1), the ESS power depends not only on the wind
power captured by the WT, Pw (t ) , but also on the power
dispatch, Pd (t ) .
Fig. 3 illustrates the whole control scheme of a windESS hybrid power system utilizing a low-pass filter to
decide power dispatch. By smoothing the WT output power
through the filter, the power dispatch reference, Pdref (t ) , is
obtained. The difference between the reference and the WT
output power is the ESS desired power, Peref (t ) :

t

Pd ( t )

ESS

PCS

0≤t ≤T

Power Dispatch

Pw ( t )

Power (p.u.)

Pw ( t )

The ESS capacity depends on how the system dispatches
power into the grid; an optimal power dispatch results in
the minimum required ESS capacity. In smoothing power
control, because the power dispatch is determined through
the low-pass filter, optimization of power dispatch means
optimizing the filter. First, we investigate the current
drawbacks of the conventional smoothing method that is
based on an IIR-type low-pass filter (IFLPF).

(5)
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3.1 Phase delay problems in the conventional
dispatching method

yield an optimal power dispatch, but causes an increase in
the required ESS capacity.

An IFLPF is usually adopted in a conventional
smoothing power dispatch method [13], which is described
mathematically as:

3.2 Proposed dispatching method with a zero-phase
low-pass filter

1
G( s) =
,
1 + sTc

In order to eliminate the response delay due to the phase
lag of the low-pass filter in the conventional smoothing
power dispatching method, we propose an effective
dispatching strategy based on a ZPLPF. Although the basic
idea of eliminating the phase delay to minimize ESS
capacity has been presented in [14], their method requires a
high-order FIR filter (over 50 orders) and the process
involved in determining the filter coefficients is complicated,
which makes this method difficult to implement in practice.
Fig. 7 shows a filter with the desirable low-pass filter
characteristics of the proposed power dispatching method.
This type of filter is referred to as a ZPLPF [21]. In the
pass-band region ( ω ≤ ωc ), the phase and the magnitude
should be zero degrees and decibels (dB), respectively.
Meanwhile, in the stop-band region ( ω > ωc ), the
magnitudes should be as small as possible. To design a
filter with a reduced number of coefficients, a symmetrical
forward-reverse digital FIR filter is applied, which is
defined as follows:

(7)

where Tc is a smoothing time constant. With a longer Tc ,
the dispatched power has less fluctuation, as shown in Fig.
5(a). The power dispatches for the smoothing time
constants Tc = 20Ts and Tc = 100Ts , where Ts is the
system sampling time, are plotted together with wind
power. Even though the dispatching power control is robust
and easy to implement, the response delay is inevitable.
The delay problem clearly appears at instant t1 or t3
when the dispatched power is delayed for a period of time
Δt = t2 − t1 from the wind power. In addition, the time
delay increases with a larger smoothing time constant,
which induces a much higher ESS power. In Fig. 5(b), the
ESS power in these two cases is plotted to demonstrate the
effect of the delay.
The time delay in the dispatch power is caused by the
inevitable phase delay of the low-pass filter whose Bode
diagram is plotted in Fig. 6. Within the filter pass-band
area, the filter has a phase lag which causes the delayed
response. Therefore, it is clear that the conventional
dispatching method based on the low-pass filter does not

H ( z ) = α N z N + ... + α1 z + α 0 + α1 z −1 + ... + α N z − N .

Its frequency response can be derived as

Power (p.u.)

1.0

Tc = 8Ts

0.5

(8)

Tc = 4Ts

Tc = 8Ts

Power Dispatch (Tc =20Ts )

Tc = 4Ts

Power Dispatch (Tc =100Ts )
WT Output Power

0

0

t1 t 2

Time (hrs)

t 3 t4

T

(a)

Fig. 6. Bode diagram of the filter with the conventional
dispatching method.

0.5
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ESS Power (Tc =20Ts )
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−0.5
0
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(b)
Fig. 5. System performance of the conventional dispatching method in two different smoothing time
constants: (a) Power dispatch and wind power and
(b) ESS power.

Fig. 7. Desirable bode diagram of the filter in the proposed
dispatching power method.
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H (e jωTs ) = α N e jNωTs + ... + α1e jωTs + α 0
+ α1e − jωTs + ... + α N e − jNωTs

ZPLPF in the proposed method. We can see that the
proposed method eliminates the phase delay problem and
maintains the desired attenuation level when compared
with the conventional smoothing method.
The proposed dispatching method with the ZPLPF
defined in (8) contains N forward components. Thus, the
proposed method requires N wind power samples ahead of
time to determine the power dispatch. During the planning
and design stages of the wind-ESS hybrid system, this
requirement is of little concern because the wind power
profile is given. Meanwhile, to control the short-term
power dispatch, we must forecast the wind power.
However, because N is small ( N = 5 ), N wind power
samples can be forecasted accurately [20]. Therefore, the
proposed dispatching power method is not only an optimal
power dispatching solution, but has the potential to be
easily implemented.

N

= α 0 + 2∑ α k cos(kωTs ) .

(9)

k =1

The frequency response is clearly real when all
coefficients, α k , are real, which leads to a zero-delay time
response for the filter. In other words, the delay problem in
the conventional dispatching method can be successfully
overcome by adopting the proposed method.
Performance of the ZPLPF defined in (8) depends on the
length (N) of its coefficient [22]. When N is reduced, the
method becomes easier to implement, but the filter quality
in the stop-band becomes worse. Therefore, we should
assign a suitable N that achieves a reasonable trade-off
between ease of implementation and quality. In this paper,
the filter is designed to achieve a simple computation and
40 dB attenuation in the band-pass region; N is set to 5 and
the filter coefficients are determined according to the
impulse response of the first-order low-pass filter [23]. We
define an array (h) containing first N values of the impulse
response of the first-order low-pass filter as
h = [ h0 ... hk ... hN ] ,

(10)

1 −Tk
e c ; k = 0, 1, ... , N .
Tc

(11)

4. Determination of the Smoothing Time
Constant
The proposed dispatching method in Fig. 3 determines
the power dispatch based on the designed ZPLPF. In the
system, the fluctuating suppression level of the wind power
is decided by the smoothing time constant of the filter. The
current challenge is to select a suitable Tc such that the
dispatched power satisfies the fluctuation limit within a
window of time [15]. In order to plan and control the
system according to the dispatching method, Tc must be
defined.
First, the fluctuation level of power dispatched in the
i th ρ − min window of time is defined as a percentage of
the WT power rating PWTR :

where
hk =

Then, h is convolved with itself and normalized to yield
the coefficients of ZPLPF as (12) and (13).
N

α k = ∑ hn hn−k ; k = 0, 1, ... , N

(12)

n=k

αk =

α k

; k = 0, 1, ... , N .
α 0 + 2∑ α n
N

ΔPρi min =

(13)

n =1

MAX

( i −1) ρ ≤t <i ρ

{Pd (t )} − (i −MIN
{Pd (t )}
1) ρ ≤t <i ρ
PWTR

100%

(14)

To dispatch wind power into the grid, the fluctuation
level must be less than the limitation that is given by the
electric power system where WF integrated into,

Fig. 8 shows the Bode diagram of the IFLPF in the
conventional dispatching power method and the designed

ΔFρ min = MAX {ΔPρi min } ≤ γ ρ min
∀i

(15)

Usually, the power fluctuation levels in two time
windows (1 min and 30 min) are considered. Hence, the
smoothing time constant, Tc, must be set to a value
ensuring that the fluctuation of the power dispatch does not
exceed the two corresponding limitations of γ 1min and
γ 30 min [16]. In this paper, we determine the smoothing
time constant based on the curve expressed by the
fluctuation in power with respect to the smoothing time
constant. The curve is obtained from the given WT
specifications and the historical long-term wind power

Fig. 8. Bode diagram of the IFLPF and the designed
ZPLPF when the smoothing time constant is
Tc = 4Ts .
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Fig. 10. Wind speed profile from March 2012.

Fig. 9. Fluctuation of power dispatch with respect to the
smoothing time constant.

profile. We investigate the proposed smoothing power
control based on the ZPLPF defined in (8) with Tc varying
from 4Ts to 500Ts. From this, the maximum fluctuations
ΔF1min and ΔF30 min of power dispatched in 1 min and 30
min periods are obtained. For example, Fig. 9 shows the
curves of ΔF1min and ΔF30 min of a WT with real wind
speed data measured on Jeju Island in the year 2012. As
expected, both fluctuation indexes ΔF1min and ΔF30 min
attenuate exponentially when we increase Tc. If the electric
power system requirements for the fluctuation limitations
of power dispatched in 1 and 30 min periods are 2% and
15%, respectively, then the smoothing time constant must
be higher than 140Ts for the first requirement and higher
than 250Ts for the second. Therefore, we should choose
Tc = 300Ts to guarantee that the power dispatch fluctuation
is within the acceptable range.

(a)

5. Numerical Examples

(b)
Fig. 11. (a) WT output power and power delivered to grid;
(b) ESS power flow.

In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed
dispatching method based on the designed ZPLPF, several
simulations are made using MATLAB software. For the
assessment, a PMSG-WT with a 3 MW power rating is
selected [24] and the real wind speed on Jeju Island in the
year 2012 is measured at 1-min intervals. In order to
investigate the fluctuation of power dispatched in 1 min
periods, ten samples of wind speed per minute are needed.
These samples are obtained by linearly interpolating the
measured data and adding noise with zero-mean and 0.01
standard deviation in normal distribution. These additional
wind speed data mean the system sampling time to be
Ts = 6s. In addition, the wind speed is measured at a height
of 10 m, whereas the tower of an industrial WT is usually
higher than 50 m; hence, the wind speed at the hub of a
WT needs to be interpolated. To do this, the Hellman
equation is used with the WT hub height equal to 84 m and
the Hellman exponential coefficient α = 0.4 [25].
In order to reduce the simulation time while still
determining the effect of seasonal changes on wind power
characteristics, the study is carried out over four separate
months to represent the four seasons: March for spring,

June for summer, September for autumn, and December for
winter. The performance of the proposed dispatching
method using the designed ZPLPF is compared with that of
the conventional method adopting the IFLPF. The
smoothing time constant of the filter is set with Tc = 300Ts
or Tc = 30 min based on the relationship shown in Fig. 9.
Fig. 10 shows the wind speed data collected in March.
The wind speed is highly variable, which leads to high
fluctuations in the WT output power. The ESS is employed
to attenuate fluctuations. The power and energy ratings,
which are determined by (4)-(6), depend on the dispatching
power flow. Fig. 11(a) illustrates the WT output power, the
power dispatch by the proposed dispatching method, and
the power dispatch by the conventional method. Compared
with the conventional dispatching method, the proposed
method can eliminate the delay problem; this greatly
reduces the ESS power capacity as shown in Fig. 11(b). At
any instant, the ESS power required in the conventional
method is significantly higher than that of the proposed
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(a)

(a)

(b)

(b)

Fig. 12. Required ESS capacity with respect to the cut-off
frequency: (a) Power rating; (b) Energy rating.

Fig. 13. Required ESS capacity according to the season:
(a) ESS power rating; (b) ESS energy rating.

method. This means that the required ESS capacity in
the proposed method is much lower than that of the
conventional method; hence, the system cost can be
reduced. For greater clarity and detail, the ESS capacity
(including energy and power ratings) is calculated and
shown in Fig. 12. This data is calculated using the wind
speed profile from March and demonstrates the effect of
using smoothing time constants varying from 40Ts (4 min)
to 600Ts (60 min). Both the conventional and proposed
methods require higher ESS capacity as the smoothing
time constant is increased. However, we can see that for
any smoothing time constant, the ESS capacity in the
proposed dispatching method is significantly reduced. For
instance, when the smoothing time constant is 30 min, the
ESS capacity with the conventional method is 1225
kW/335 kWh whereas the proposed method requires only
615 kW/150 kWh as shown in Figs. 12(a) and (b) for the
power and energy ratings, respectively.
The required ESS capacity with respect to the season is
plotted in Fig. 13(a) for power rating and Fig. 13(b) for
energy rating. A smoothing time constant of 30 min was
used to generate both of these figures. The ESS power
rating is significantly impacted by the seasonal weather
conditions; the required power rating is highest in the
winter. For any season, the proposed method requires
lower ESS capacity compared to the conventional method.
To ensure that the ESS matches the given attenuation level
of the WT output power fluctuation in a year, the ESS
capacity is derived from the winter season: 2750 kW/375
kWh for the conventional dispatching method and 1220

kW/215 kWh for the proposed method.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, an optimal dispatching power control
method is proposed to overcome response delay. We have
determined that the ESS capacity increases when the phase
delay of the IFLPF appears in the conventional smoothing
power control method. The suggested ZPLPF has no phase
delay, and it can be designed with a simple process and a
small number of coefficients. Due to the zero phase delay
in the proposed smoothing power control, the ESS capacity
is reduced significantly compared with that of the
conventional method. Therefore, the proposed method
represents a feasible and optimal solution for dispatching
wind power into the grid. To demonstrate the superiority of
the proposed dispatching method, a 3 MW PMSG-WT is
studied to dispatch power into the grid using real wind
speeds measured on Jeju Island. The results prove that, at
any attenuation levels or on any the seasons, the proposed
dispatching method achieves a much smaller ESS capacity
compared with the conventional method.
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